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Examples of essential Reports and Dashboards
used by teams to check Sales Productivity
Salesforce provides you the ease to set up and view your data in any of these forms of

reports, provided you know the right way to analyze different types of data.

1. Lead volume by source



Key metric: The report shows the number of leads collected during a specific period of
time from different sources.

Why it’s important: Marketers tend to use many platforms to generate leads (MQL), be it
social media, content marketing, or pay-per-click ads. There are always some sources that
generate more leads than others and this report helps to identify that.

2. Lead generation versus conversion

Key metric: This report shows us the total number of converted leads against the total
generated lead in some specific days, months, years, or quarters, as well as lead generated
by different sources.

Why it’s important: It helps us understand the returns on leads captured from the different
lead sources a business spends on.



3. Churned Customers Report

Key metric : The report helps to determine where you’ve lost customers by identifying gap
areas and sources that contribute most to churn - you can view churn by specific
salespersons, industries, or products.

Why it’s important : A churn report can help you monitor and fix different sources of churn
on time by turning attention to things like bad sales processes, industry pain points, or
product offerings.

4. Sales closed by account managers

Key metric: This report tracks how many opportunities were won by which Account
Manager and totals sales value generated by each account manager in that time frame from
different sources (parameters) like industries and products.



Sales value can also be calculated quarterly, half-yearly, and yearly. Month-over-month and
Year-on-Year sales values can also be compared.

Why it’s important: This tells us which manager needs the most help and which ones
deserve a bonus. Leading account managers can be asked for feedback. The report also
gives teams an opportunity to check lead distribution.

5. Pipeline by team member

Key metric: This report shows the value and number of open opportunities that a team
member has across different opportunity stages.
Based on the criteria applied, we can also see the value of the opportunities being closed
along with the number of opportunities being closed in the next 30-45 days.

Why it’s important: Sales pipeline is arguably your most important sales team KPI.
Obviously, pipeline translates into sales.

It also shows you which opportunities have a higher probability of conversion and should be
focused on. This kind of user-level pipeline data also helps to identify discrepancies in your
opportunity pipeline.



6. Month Wise sales revenue

Key Metric:
Depending on the criteria applied, this report shows you revenue contributed by a specific
department or business unit, group of business units, or the entire business.

Why it’s important:
This report helps you compare monthly revenue by different business units
month-over-month. It also tells you the most important months in the year for sales teams
in different business units to plan their yearly holidays, peak selling times, and other events.



7. Typical conversion rates report

Key metric: This report shows us the typical conversion rates of different team members,
business units, or across the company.

Why it’s important: It provides insights into a team member’s or business's ability to convert
prospects into leads and leads into customers. It also tells you how efficient individual and
overall strategies are.

The report helps teams identify where they are weaker in the sales cycle.

8. Average deal size report



Key metric: The report monitors average deal sizes for a recent time period across different
industries, business units, and sources. These reports help to monitor which sources have
smaller deal sizes.

Why it’s important: This helps you identify which business units, industries, or products
need to improve their cross-selling and pricing or package their offerings better.

It also helps to set expectations and milestones for sales quota to consider for your next
sales cycle.

9. Win rates

Key metric: This report shows the number of won opportunities divided by the total number
of opportunities.

Win rates can be calculated and compared for individual team members, teams, business
units, target industries, products, and service offerings.

Why it’s important: Sales representatives are highly competitive and always work on
making their bonuses. Win rate data helps them to always stay one step ahead of their
pipeline. If on average 50% of your opportunities convert, sales reps need to have at least
twice those deals already lined up.



10. Lost opportunities by reason

Key metric: The report shows all lost opportunities along with the reason

Why it’s important: To maximize sales, it is important to understand buyer motivation.

Tracking specific reasons for losing an opportunity give sales reps data-driven insights into
buyer behaviour. This information can be used to deliver services and products that could
resonate with potential buyers.

11. Target Sales versus Actual Sales Report



Key metric: This report tracks monthly sales against targeted sales each month to analyze
which months tend to be off-target and which ones result in peak sales.

Why it’s important: It tells business units which months need more sales opportunities and
leads in the pipeline for consistent sales.

This report can be viewed together with Yearly, Quarterly, and Monthly sales meters
to evaluate sales success.
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